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Today’s world is evolving into a knowledge-based 
economy. Even in the most rural of areas of South 
Africa, our ability to translate knowledge into a 
resource to assist service delivery is significant. 

Knowledge management plays an important role in how 
we make use of this resource. The most critical thing 
about knowledge management is that it recognises that 
its value lies in people. After all, an organisation’s most 
important resource is the knowledge of its people, and 
this holds true for municipalities more than most.

Getting to terms with using knowledge, being part 
of the knowledge economy, and making the most of 
knowledge management are the next challenge. The 
Local Government Knowledge Management Toolkit is 
designed to help municipalities with this challenge. 
Each chapter takes the reader through a series of steps 
in the Local Government Knowledge Management 
Roadmap, highlighting exercises to help solidify 
understanding.

At the end of the Roadmap, templates for a Municipal 
Knowledge Management Plan are in place, with tools 
to help build your municipality’s capability towards 
greater knowledge management, and ultimately, 

better service delivery.

The Local Government Knowledge Management 
Roadmap highlights the journey to creating your 
Municipal Knowledge Management Plan. Chapter 1: 
What we need to know about knowledge management 
provides the basics in understanding knowledge 
management. Chapter 2: Where we are now gives a 
scorecard where each municipality can evaluate its own 
capabilities using a Municipal Maturity Assessment 
Tool. 

Chapter 3: How to move forward Shows the first 
few steps in creating your Municipal Knowledge 
Management Plan. Chapter 4: What tools to use walks 
the reader through the various tools and templates 
that can be used. Chapter 5: How to implement 
provides guidance on how to implement knowledge 
management, and what issues to look out for. The 
last step in this process is Chapter 6: How to measure, 
which provides guidance on measuring the success of 
knowledge management initiatives.

Tell me, I’ll forget,

Show me, I may remember.

But involve me and I’ll understand.

Lao Tzu 600 BC
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1.1 What is Knowledge Management?

The 21st Century African public service has to be a learning 
organisation, a learning organisation in which people at all levels, 
individually and collectively, are continually increasing their capacity 
to produce results they really care about, where the organisation 
encourages new ways of thinking, where the collective vision of 
creating the best is liberated, and where everybody continuously 
learns how to learn together.  If the African civil service is to lead 
Africa to attain its commitments to the Millennium Development 
Goals, new ways of doing business and continuously solving 
problems is essential.

Fraser-Moleketi, 2007

Fraser Moleketi’s words make sense.  New ways of doing business 
for municipalities in the 21st century are a critical component of 
future success.  An organisation’s most valuable resource is the 
knowledge of its people. The benefits of implementing knowledge 
management can help municipalities to touch people’s lives 
where it matters most. Knowledge management establishes 
an environment in which people are encouraged to create, 
learn, share and use knowledge together for the benefit of the 
organisation.

Why is knowledge management 
important for municipalities?

By adopting knowledge management 
practices, municipalities can ensure 
that they are able to capture and 
organise the wealth of knowledge and 
experience of staff, clients, stakeholders, 
beneficiaries and partners.  In so doing, 
a municipality can leverage and make 
readily accessible the knowledge and 
expertise that already exists within it. 

Definition of knowledge management 

Knowledge management is the process 
of capturing, developing, sharing, 
and effectively using organisational 
knowledge to achieve specific 
organisational goals.

The heart of knowledge management

Knowledge management is about 
people – it is built on the belief that the 
most important aspect of knowledge is 
that:

An organisation’s most valuable 
resource is the knowledge of its 
people. 

What we need to know about 
Knowledge Management
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1.2. How did it all start?

Knowledge management came in response to what was happening 
in the early 1990’s. Globalisation brought opportunities and 
increased competition.  As a result, many organisations became 
more and more reliant on technological advances. 

Initially knowledge management focused on technology solutions.  
But technology does not always work!  Anyone who has had a 
computer failure, billing system glitches, or systems crashing will 
know what this means. 

Also, at the time, the literature on knowledge management was 
very conceptual and lacking in practical advice, which led to 
frustration at the inability to translate the theory into practice – “it 
all makes so much sense, but why isn’t it working?”

Limited success led to questions being asked about knowledge 
management.  The conclusion was that it was not the concept of 
knowledge management that was the problem, but rather the way 
it had been approached. 

Reasons for the limited success of 
knowledge management:

• The focus was on the technology 
rather than people, with 
organisations spending too much 
money on technologies with little 
or no return on their investments;

• Knowledge management was not 
tied into working processes;

• Knowledge management was seen 
as another difficult activity of yet 
another new initiative;

• Employees asked: what does it 
mean to me?

• Insufficient senior executive level 
buy in.

1.3. Why is it important?

Knowledge management is about applying the collective knowledge 
of the entire workforce to achieve specific organisational goals. 

It is about ensuring that employees have the right knowledge, in 
the right place, at the right time.  

Practicing knowledge management puts municipalities ahead of 
the curve. Challenges for municipalities today are greater than 
ever before.  Municipalities function in an ever-increasing complex 
and challenging environment.  It is a delicate balancing act, 
juggling financial stability, addressing the inequalities of the past 
and delivering services in the face a growing urban population.  

The graphic below illustrates the challenges that the public sector 
in South Africa faces.

Match services,
resources and
decisions more

closely with
society’s needs Improve

public sector’s
image

Increase
effectiveness
and efficiency

Leverage 
people

capability and 
competence

Increase
global pace
of change in
public sector

Need for
more active
innovation

Less costly
and smaller

public sector

Challenges,
pressures,

trends, need for 
change

Figure 4.2.1: Challenges and Pressures Faced by the Public
Sector in South Africa

By implementing knowledge 
management principles, municipalities 
are able to deal with these challenges 
and guarantee efficient and prompt 
delivery of services.  In addition, other 
benefits that can be achieved are:

•    Reduced costs 

•    Motivated staff 

•    Enhanced decision making 

•    Greater accountability

•    More democratic governance

Knowledge lies at the very heart of 
what Government does, arguably in 
a way that is centrally more so than 
many private sector companies.  Not 
only is the relative importance of 
information and knowledge greater 
in the public sector, the sheer size and 
complexity of the public sector dwarfs 
most private sector companies. 

British Standards Institute, 2005

Knowledge management is now an 
ISO requirement- what does that 
mean?

Knowledge management has been 
included in ISO 9001: 2015 (ISO is an 
international standard setting body). 
This means that knowledge and its 
management are a core part of one 
of the international quality standards.  
Organisations that operate in the goods 
and services space internationally 
will be audited against this new 
requirement.
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It does not require a municipality to 
have a formal knowledge management 
function, but it does require that 
sufficient attention be paid to knowledge 
to ensure good and consistent quality of 
goods and services. 

“In Africa, when an old man dies, it is a 
library that burns down” 

Amadou Hampâté Bâ

1.4.  Knowledge in people’s heads?

Knowledge that resides in people’s heads and that comes from 
experience, engagement and dialogue, is called tacit knowledge. 
For example, knowing how to ride a bicycle – we know how to 
do it and can do it again and again, but could we write down 
instructions for someone to learn to ride a bicycle? 

Knowledge is generally difficult to access. It is also considered 
more valuable because it provides context for people, places, ideas 
and experiences. For tacit knowledge to be shared effectively, it 
requires personal contact and trust.

1.5.  Knowledge elsewhere

Knowledge that is easily accessible and available is called explicit 
knowledge.  It resides within the organisation in the form of 
documents, databases, and spreadsheets. In can also be contained 
in e-mails, images, training courses, and audio and video selections.

1.6.  Winning support for knowledge management

Getting people onboard for knowledge management can only be 
achieved through recognising and overcoming potential barriers.  
Common barriers include:

•  Information not being readily shared

•  Hierarchical organisational structures where employees work  
    in silos

•  Centralised bureaucratic structure where decision-making is  
    controlled by senior management 

KM 
means no more 

reinventing the wheel or 
repeating the same mistakes, which can 

be costly and inefficient.

The public 
has access to 

information and 
so feels more 

connected and 
involved with 
government 
systems. KM ensures 

transparent, 
open systems 
that reduce 
the potential 
for corruption 
and unethical 
behaviour.

KM 
harnesses 

global knowledge, 
lessons learned and 

good practices from other 
municipalities, both locally and internationally.

KM increases 
the quality and speed of 

communication between employees and managers, as 
well as with the public.

Employees 
have the 
opportunity 
to develop 
their skills and 

improve their 
performance 

through group work 
and knowledge 

sharing, thereby 
building employee 

satisfaction.

Sharing 
knowledge 

and learning means 
that the lag time  

between ideas and          
implementation   

 is shortened, 
while making 
information 
accessible 
reduces 
costs.

KM results in increased speed of response 
and better knowledge of customer needs, leading 

to satisfied customers.
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“Knowledge is the only treasure you can 
give entirely without running short of it”

                                      African proverb

• Lack of trust and commitment among staff levels

• Not all experts/specialists are willing to collaborate

• Time constraints on staff

• Lack of support from leadership/senior management

• Organisational politics

• Lack of coordination of organisational effort

• Communication barriers

In order to fully achieve the benefits of knowledge management, 
we need to address these challenges and find ways to overcome 
or lessen their impact.

 Checkpoint!

• What do you understand by the term knowledge management?

• What forms of explicit and tacit knowledge exist within your municipality?

• How easily will you be able to convert tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge within your municipality? 

• Reflecting on challenges experienced within your municipality, what do you think will be some of the benefits 
of implementing knowledge management?

• How can you overcome the hurdles of people not sharing information within the municipality?

• Are there any other challenges/barriers or hurdles that you foresee in your knowledge management journey 
and how do you think you will overcome these? 

Why don’t humans share more readily?

• Not clear about what the 
organisation is trying to achieve

• Lack of confidence and fear 
of ridicule- “my ideas are not 
important”

• Lack of interest- “why should I be 
bothered”

• Lack of trust

• Wanting to retain personal 
advantage- “ knowledge is power”

• Too much work- “not enough time

1.7. What makes up knowledge management?

A number of different elements need to come together for 
knowledge management to be effective and to achieve benefits 
for the municipality.  These elements are culture & leadership, 
process, technology and measurement.

1.7.1 Culture & leadership

Culture and leadership have been combined into one element, as 
we cannot talk about culture without talking about the role that 
leadership plays in driving and influencing the right culture.  

So what is culture?  Organisational culture is a system of shared 
assumptions, values, and beliefs, which determines how people 
behave in organisations. These shared values have a strong 
influence on the people in the organisation and dictate how they 
dress, act, and perform their jobs.  

For knowledge management, the municipality needs to have a 
knowledge sharing culture - one that is able to transfer and create 
knowledge. To have this, it means employees must be willing to 
share knowledge with others.
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1.7.1.1 How does leadership influence culture?

Employees take their lead from the actions or inactions on the 
part of the leader.  If the tone from the top is set and displays 
the right behaviours, it makes the changes at the bottom easier 
to implement.  

Leadership must strive to create a culture where knowledge 
sharing is perceived as beneficial to the whole municipality as 
well as the individual. In other words, through a shared vision and 
incentives they must foster an atmosphere of trust.

How to create a knowledge friendly culture

• Acknowledge the existence and 
influence of organisational culture: 

• It must be brought into the open so 
people can see and understand how it 
affects the organisation.

• Have a clear and persistent vision of 
what the culture should be and of 
what changes need to be applied: 

• This vision must be understood by 
management at all levels and spread 
across the municipality.

• Consciously manage culture

• Employee surveys and things like 
health checks can be used to evaluate 
progress and direction.

What are knowledge management 
processes?

These are activities or initiatives that 
support the municipality to achieve their 
overall knowledge management goals and 
ultimately benefit the entity as a whole.

 Checkpoint!

• How would you describe the culture within your municipality?

• Is this ideal for the knowledge management culture that you want to drive?

• Do you think you have the right values and level of trust to encourage greater sharing of knowledge- 
especially tacit knowledge?

• Is your existing rewards system adequate to reward employees who actively drive the knowledge 
management framework within the municipality? 

1.7.2.  Process

At a high level, knowledge management processes include 
identifying, creating, storing, sharing and using knowledge.  
Developing the right processes will ensure that employees are 
able to access the right knowledge, in the right place, at the right 
time.  The tools in Chapter 4: What tools to use will also be able to 
provide guidance for how do this.  
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The graphic below elaborates on the concepts that make up the knowledge management process and how you can 
go about implementing them:

“The illiterate of the 21st century will 
not be those who cannot read and write, 
but those who cannot learn, unlearn and 
relearn.”

Alvin Toffler 

1.7.3. Technology

Technology can provide the means for people to organise, store, 
and access knowledge and information.  It can also help to connect 
people so that they can share knowledge.  Technology can add 
value by reducing costs, time and effort needed for people to share 
knowledge and information.  To be effective, it must be supported 
by, and integrated with other elements.

Embarking on a technology-based solution may appear to be 
daunting.  In tackling this, start with a basic solution. As the 
municipality grows and its needs evolve, build on the solution.  For 
more information about technology tools that can be used, refer 
to the IT-based tool in Chapter 4..

1.8.  Lessons from Cities in South Africa

Some cities in South Africa have been busy with knowledge 
management and learned from this experience. Learnings include:

1. The structure, location and physical presence of knowledge  
 management units in the official organogram of the   
 municipality, helped it to get resources and support. 

2. Buy-in from senior managers and politicians was critical.

3. The focus of knowledge management units had to be   
 beyond project needs.  This is to prevent the risk of projects  
 becoming obsolete once a city programme had run its   
 course. The ideal model is somewhere between developing  
 independent capacity and playing a role in City programmes.

Source: Knowledge management: A Basic Guide Book (2014)

Sharing knowledge
Knowledge can be
leveraged through 
sharing. Can be done 
through workshop, 
seminars, coaching 
and mentoring.

Using knowledge
Knowledge Knowledge only 
adds value when it is used.
It must be aligned and
integrated into municipal
processes and day-to-day
tasks

KM Process
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4. Municipalities placed too much reliance on web-based  
 tools as a solution for knowledge  gathering and   
 dissemination. ICT can play a very valuable role in a   
 comprehensive knowledge management plan, and it should  
 be seen as an enabler where existing systems and processes  
 are already in place.

5.  knowledge. To have this, it means employees must be   
 willing to share knowledge with others.

Additional resources:

a) ABC of Knowledge Management

b) What is Knowledge Management?

c) Knowledge Management in South African Cities 2013
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2.1 What is a Knowledge Management Assessment tool 

A knowledge management assessment is an evaluation of your 
municipality’s current knowledge abilities, its existing knowledge 
assets and resources.  It helps the municipality to understand 
where it is in the knowledge management journey. Information 
can be collected through questionnaire-based surveys, interviews 
and facilitated group discussions.

2.2 What does an assessment look at?
Typically an assessment will look at:

• What the municipalities knowledge needs are

• The knowledge assets and resources that exist and where 
they are

• The knowledge gaps

• The flow of knowledge within the municipality

• Blockages to information flow

• An inventory of knowledge assets

2.3 How to conduct a Knowledge Management Assessment

Step 1:  Identify knowledge needs

By doing this it enables the municipality to use the insight and 
understanding to guide the rest of the assessment process. 
To ensure that the focus is on vital knowledge the focus of the 
assessments should be on the following:

• Goals and objectives

• Core processes

• Activities and decisions that are performed in day-to-day work.

Respondents can also consider the main problems and challenges 
and how access to better knowledge can assist.

In chapter one we got to grips with understanding what knowledge management is, its elements, benefits and 
challenges.  We now move on to chapter two.  

One of the most important things about bringing knowledge management into your municipality is to know where it 
is at this time.  One way to do this is to use an assessment tool.

Benefits of conducting a knowledge 
management assessment:

• A clearer understanding of the 
contribution of knowledge to 
business results;

• Identification of core knowledge 
assets and flows- who creates, 
who uses;

• Identification of gaps in 
information and knowledge 
needed;  

• Areas of information policy and 
ownership that need improving;

• Opportunities to reduce 
information handling costs;

• Opportunities to improve 
coordination and access to 
commonly needed information

Success criteria for knowledge 
management assessments:

• Knowledge assessments are not 
a quick or simple process. Thus 
there is a need for a clear purpose 
which results in a set of actions;

• 80% of the municipality’s 
knowledge is tacit.  Do not spend 
too much of time and energy on 
gathering explicit knowledge.  

• The greater challenge lies in 
collecting tacit knowledge and this 
is likely where expert help will be 
needed.
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Step 2:  Draw up a knowledge management inventory

This is similar to conducting a stock take.  It involves counting and 
categorizing the municipality’s explicit and tacit knowledge.   

Explicit knowledge will involve:

• Understanding what knowledge there is including types 
and categories of documents, databases, libraries, intranet, 
websites, links and subscriptions to external resources;

• Identifying where the knowledge is located in the municipality;

• Determining how knowledge resources are organised and 
how easy it is for people to find and access them;

• Understanding why resources exist, their relevance and 
appropriateness;

• Understanding what is being used, by whom, how often and 
what for

In the case of tacit knowledge, the inventory will focus on people 
and look at things like:

• Who we have- numbers and categories of people;

• Where they are- locations in departments, teams and 
buildings;

• What they do- job levels and types;

• What they know, academic and professional qualifications, 
core knowledge and experiences

• What they are learning- on the job training, learning and 
development

By drawing up a knowledge inventory the municipality will obtain 
a snapshot of its knowledge assets and resources.  

Step 3:  Analyse knowledge flows

This looks at how tacit and explicit knowledge moves around the 
municipality.  It considers how people find the knowledge they 
need and how they share the knowledge they have.  In analysing 
knowledge flows it is important to consider the people, process 
and system implications.

Step 4:  Create a knowledge map

A knowledge map is a visual representation of the municipality’s 
knowledge.  There are 2 common approaches to knowledge 
mapping:

• Map knowledge resources and assets, showing what 
knowledge exists in the municipality and where it can be 
found;

• Map how the knowledge moves around the municipality from 
where it is to where it is needed.

Skills and competencies for 
successful knowledge assessments:

• Command over strategic 
management and its inter-
relationship with knowledge 
management

• Ability to determine what 
information qualifies as 
intellectual and knowledge-based 
assets

• Ability to recognise, generate, 
manage and dissimilate tacit 
knowledge

• Investigative, analytical, 
interviewing and fact finding skills 

People: Reflect on the attitude, 
behavior and skills of employees when 
it comes to knowledge sharing and 
use.

Processes:  Look at daily work activities 
and see to what extent knowledge 
seeking, sharing and use are part of 
these activities.

Systems:   Consider in what ways the 
systems you have facilitate knowledge 
flows and helps to connect people with 
the information and other people.
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Below is an example of a knowledge management assessment tool that you can use.

Read the statements below and evaluate your municipality’s performance by using the following scale. 

1 = no, 2 = poor, 3 = fair, 4 = good, and 5 = excellent

Rating
1. Knowledge Management Process

1.1 Knowledge Gaps are systematically identified and well-defined processes are used to 
close them. 

1.2 A sophisticated and ethical intelligence gathering mechanism has been developed. 

1.3 All staff and volunteers of the association are involved in looking for ideas in tradition-
al and non-traditional places. 

1.4 The association has formalized the process of transferring best practices, including 
documentation and lessons learned.

1.5 “Tacit” knowledge (what staff and volunteers know how to do, but cannot express) is 
valued and transferred across the association. 

2. Leadership in knowledge management

2.1 Managing organizational knowledge is central to the association’s strategy

2.2 The association understands the revenue-generating potential of its knowledge assets 
and develops strategies for marketing and selling them

2.3 The association uses learning to support existing core competencies and create new 
ones. 

2.4 Individuals are hired, evaluated and compensated for their contributions to the 
development of organizational knowledge. 

3. Knowledge management culture

3.1 The association encourages and facilitates knowledge sharing. 

3.2 A climate of openness and trust permeates the association.

3.3 Customer value creation is acknowledged as a major objective of knowledge 
management.

3.4 Flexibility and a desire to innovate drive the learning process. 

3.5 Staff takes responsibility for their own learning.

4.  Knowledge management technology

4.1 Technology links all members of the association to one another and to all relevant 
external publics.

4.2 Technology creates an institutional memory that is accessible to the entire enterprise

4.3 Technology brings the association closer to its members.

4.4 The association fosters development of “human-centered” information technology.

4.5 Technology that supports collaboration is rapidly placed in the hands of staff. 

4.6 Information systems are real-time, integrated, and “smart.” 

5. Knowledge Management Measurement

5.1 The association has invented ways to link knowledge to financial results.

5.2 The association has developed a specific set of indicators to manage knowledge.

5.3 The association’s set of measures balances hard and soft as well as financial and non-
financial indicators.

5.4 The association allocates resources toward efforts that measurably increase its 
knowledge base.

Total score:

Interpreting your score:

Once you have tallied up your score, read the description below to understand a bit more about what your score 
means.
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 What does your score mean?

• 80-120:    You are a knowledge management winner.  You score suggests that you are doing the right   
  things.  

• 40-80: You have not done too badly.  You will need to reflect on the information in section 1 and try   
  and  understand how to plug your knowledge management gaps.  

• 0-40: Don’t worry there, is hope.  You are most probably new to knowledge management.  Use this  
  toolkit  as a reference guide to implementing a knowledge management capability. 

         Checkpoint!

• Are there any other factors that could potentially impact the implementation of knowledge 
management within your municipality?

• Do you know how you will address the gaps? 

Additional resources:

a) Guidelines for assessing the knowledge management maturity of organizations

b) Knowledge Management Assessment Tool

c)  Knowledge Management Tools and Techniques Manual

Let’s now move on to Chapter 3 to gather more information about how we can improve our scores!
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3.1   Why do we need a knowledge management plan 

A knowledge management plan is needed to help the 
municipality to identify objectives and prioritise key actions.  
It starts by doing a SWOT analysis.  The SWOT analysis is used 
to prioritise key learnings.  The key learnings are aligned to the 
municipality goals.  Following this knowledge management 
objectives are developed and a strategy can be developed which 
allows municipalities to pick tools and create an action plan.

3.2   Learning about a SWOT analysis
To understand the current status of your municipality, conduct a 
SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis.  
This needs to be focused on knowledge management within 
your municipality.  This means looking at culture and leadership, 
processes, technology, and measurement, and their strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats within your organisation.

Conducting a SWOT analysis will help determine what the 
municipalities present strengths are in relation to knowledge 
management.  Weaknesses are areas that need to be dealt with 
or eliminated.  Opportunities need to be dealt with or exploited 
and threats must be countered.

In Chapter 2: Where we are now, we conducted a knowledge management assessment to understand the knowledge 
management ability of our municipality.  In this chapter we explore knowledge management plans and why we need 
them.  Some of the information you have gathered in Chapter 2 will help you in answering some of the questions in 
this chapter.

A SWOT is a very simple tool that can 
allow for a solid understanding of where 
your municipality is from a knowledge 
management  point of view: strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, threats.

How to move forwardChapter 
3

1

What
we need
to know

about KM

3

How to
move

forward

2

Where we
are now

4

What tools
to use

5

How to
implement

6

How to
measure
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Strengths:

• Leadership committed to knowledge management

• Access to knowledge management experts from 
neighbouring municipalities

• Planning processes are in place and work well

Weaknesses:

• Understanding of knowledge management is weak 
in the municipality

• IT systems are outdated and need strengthening

• Who would manage knowledge management is not 
decided

Opportunities:

•  Improvements in service delivery are critical and 
knowledge management will be a good tool to 
assist

•  Communities are looking for new solutions from 
the municipality and will be looking to partner in 
initiatives.

Threats:

•  IT system requirements might be costly and difficult 
to implement

•  Lack of continuity of key people to implement

The above are just examples of how the municipality will conduct a SWOT.  See the table below and complete it for 
your municipality.

Strengths: Weaknesses:

Opportunities: Threats:

Below is a sample SWOT for a municipality to give some ideas on how this can be used specifically for knowledge 
management
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Take your strengths and turn them into actions.

• Leadership needs to communicate commitment to knowledge    
management to municipal staff.

• Discussions need to take place with neighbouring municipalities to tap 
into their knowledge management expertise.

• Knowledge management can be easily integrated into existing planning 
processes, i.e. the Integrated Development Plan (IDP).

Take your weaknesses and turn them into actions.

• You need to roll knowledge management workshops out throughout the 
municipality.

• You need an IT system audit to determine if, when, where and how 
knowledge management can be translated into IT.

• Appoint knowledge management champions within the organisation.
Leverage your opportunities and turn them into actions.

• Identify the highest priority service delivery opportunity on which to 
focus with knowledge management e.g. sanitation, roads, water, etc.

• Use existing community liaison activities to determine the best 
opportunity for the municipality (i.e. the most frequently discussed 
elements in the IDP)

Minimise your threats and turn them into actions.

• Use the IT audit to determine the importance of and priority for IT needs

• Identify others within the municipality who can champion knowledge 
management

It is now your turn.  Look at the SWOT that you completed and translate them into learnings for your organisation.

Take your strengths and turn them into actions.

Take your weaknesses and turn them into actions

Leverage your opportunities and turn them into actions.

Minimise your threats and turn them into actions.

3.3 How to use a SWOT analysis 

Knowing your strengths, weakness, opportunities and threats will help you to develop your Municipal Knowledge 
Management Plan.  The next step in the process is translating these into learnings for your organisation and prioritising 
what is most important.  We have used the example above to show you how it can be done.
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Take your list of actions and prioritise which are most important.  You don’t need to take action on every single SWOT 
element.  Look for quick wins and what will add the most value to the municipality. To give an example,  we have 
prioritised the above, as follows:

3.4    Align goals to knowledge management needs

Now we have completed the SWOT and have worked out our key priority learnings based on the SWOT.  Let’s look at 
whether what we are doing with knowledge management is aligned to the overall municipality goals.  This involves 
the following steps:

Step 1:   Reconfirm the organisation’s goals that cross over with our knowledge management needs

Step 2: Check against these goals that the knowledge management requirements will not be standalone, and that  
 they integrate into the overall organisation’s needs and requirements.

Here is an example of how we translate these organisational needs and align them with the knowledge management 
requirements

For example: The municipality has an objective to reach an advanced level of IT systems.  The way to implement this 
would be to say whatever is done for knowledge management must work together with the IT needs of the overall 
organisation, and must not be a standalone plan.

Now it’s time to do your own priority analysis based on your SWOT analysis.  It is best not to have too many priorities 
as otherwise they are less likely to be implemented.

Prioritised key learnings (example)

1. Leadership to communicate commitment to knowledge management to municipal staff

2. Identify the highest priority service delivery opportunity for a focus with knowledge management i.e. sanitation, 

roads, water, etc.

3. Do an IT system audit to determine if, when, where and how knowledge management can be translated into IT

4. Identify knowledge management champions within the municipality and appoint them to drive them 

programmes

5. Use existing community liaison to determine the best opportunity for the municipality (i.e. most often discussed 

elements in IDP)

6. Initiate discussions with neighbouring municipalities to tap into their expertise

Prioritised key learnings:

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________________________________________

6. ____________________________________________________________________________________
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3.5      Develop knowledge management objectives

We have now done our SWOT, prioritised our key learnings and identified which municipality needs cross over with 
knowledge management.  We are now ready to identify knowledge management objectives.  Using the same example 
above we have identified three sample knowledge management objectives.

Sample knowledge management objectives:

1. Leadership to endorse knowledge management as a key initiative for the organisation and to set in place a 
communication and capability plan to roll out knowledge management and to cascade it down to all levels in the 
organisation.

2. Management to identify the highest priority service delivery opportunities using knowledge management.

3. Identify resources and assistance to roll out knowledge management, e.g. neighbouring communities and 
champions and ensure that these resources and plans are integrated into the municipal planning process. 

3.6   Write-up strategy

We have done the SWOT analysis, we have identified key learnings and prioritised learnings, and we have aligned 
knowledge management with the municipality strategies.  Next we did our knowledge management objectives and 
now we are ready to put this into a Municipal Knowledge Management Plan.

A top-notch Municipal Knowledge Management Plan should have the following elements

1. Background to the development of the plan

2. Knowledge management objectives

3. SWOT

4. Key learnings from the SWOT

5. Aligning knowledge management with the municipality’s strategies

6. Action plan to implement

Our municipality needs that cross over to knowledge management are as follows:

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________

What are our knowledge management objectives?

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________

Using this as a guide, reflect on your municipality’s objectives and where knowledge management might cross over. 
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A template for this knowledge management plan is located at the back of this toolkit.  Each exercise in this chapter 
can be translated to the template to help develop the Municipal Knowledge Management Plan.

3.7.  Pick tools and create an action plan

A key part of developing the municipality’s action plan is to identify which tools from this toolkit can be applied to 
help develop knowledge management in that municipality.  Chapter 4: What tools to use can assist you in doing this.

Additional resources:

a) Choosing Your Knowledge Management Strategy

b) Knowledge management framework for the development of an effective knowledge management strategy
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Municipal Knowledge Management Plan

Background:

Knowledge Management 
Objectives:

1.
2.
3.

SWOT analysis: Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

Translate your SWOT into 
learnings

Take your strengths and turn them into actions:
1.
2.
Take your weaknesses and turn them into actions:
1.
2.
Leverage your opportunities and turn them into actions:
1.
2.
Minimise your threats and turn them into action:
1.
2.

Prioritise key learnings

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Align organisational goals 
to knowledge manage-
ment needs

1.
2.
3.

Action plan to implement
1.
2.
3.

Tools to be used
1.
2.
3.
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4.1 How to use the tools 

In Chapters 1 – 3, we explored the Knowledge Management 
Roadmap. We began with Chapter 1: What we need to 
know about Knowledge Management. We then progressed 
to Chapter 2: Where we are now To determine where our 
municipalities currently are. Chapter 3: How to move forward 
helped us begin on the road to creating our own knowledge 
management plans. And now we are at Chapter 4: What tools 
to use.

Over time, many knowledge management experts have 
created many tools. Since no two municipalities are alike and 
all needs are different, these tools are offered as options from 
which municipalities can pick and choose what is applicable 
to their needs.

What tools to use
Chapter 

4

“Knowledge is like a garden; if it is not 
cultivated, it cannot be harvested”

                                     Guinea proverb 

1

What
we need
to know

about KM

3

How to
move

forward

2

Where we
are now

4

What tools
to use

5

How to
implement

6

How to
measure
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1 After Action Review Gathers information after a project or activity to determine its 
success

2 Benchmarking Improves performance by comparing performance indicators 
with similar organisations and learning from the practices of the 
best

3 Case Studies (includes 
Good Practices, Lessons 
Learnt and Processes)

Captures activities, events or problems and how they were ad-
dressed, resolved or dealt with in lessons learnt, good practices 
or processes

4 Communities of Practice Bring together groups of people who share and learn from one 
another, face-to-face or virtually

5 Directory of Experts Developing a list of experts in specific areas for future reference

6 Exit Interviews Gathering information and knowledge from employees who are 
leaving the municipality

7 IT Based Tools Creating tools and systems that meet knowledge management 
goals

8 Knowledge Cafés Bring people together to have open, creative conversations on 
topics of mutual interest

9 Knowledge Centres Provide focus for collecting, organising, and sharing knowledge 
and information

10 Knowledge Champions Identifying champions to distribute knowledge management 
messages and activities consistently across the municipality

11 Knowledge Events Events such as conferences and seminars that you can attend in 
order to gain knowledge and keep up-to-date with new infor-
mation and insights

12 Knowledge Fairs Events designed to showcase information about an organisation 
or a topic

13 Partnerships Formalised, mutually beneficial relationships that the munic-
ipality establishes with research communities such as tertiary 
institutions

14 Peer Assist Bringing together a group of peers to elicit feedback on a prob-
lem, project, or activity, and draw lessons from the participants’ 
knowledge and experience

15 Storytelling The art of telling stories in order to engage an audience – the 
storyteller conveys a message, information and knowledge, in 
an entertaining way.

16 Study Tours and Delega-
tions

Help participants connect with experts outside their own work-
ing environment, and gather new knowledge and creative ideas 
by means of site visits and planned interaction

4.1 Choosing the right tools for your municipality 

Various tools and templates are available to support your municipality in developing a knowledge management 
ability. The graphic below shows the tools that are available
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What is an AAR?

You can use this tool to gather information after a project or 
activity in order to determine its success.

What outcomes will I achieve when using this tool?

• Documented knowledge of successes, mistakes, and 
recommendations for immediate or future applications

• A shared team perspective that can be used as the basis 
for future work

When should I use this tool?

• To apply lessons and recommendations at any point in a 
project

• To capture the knowledge gained in a project or activity 
before a team disbands

How do I measure if it is successful?

# Documented AAR

# Lessons learnt/recommendations

How do I use this tool?

1. At the end of a project or activity, call a 
meeting and include the project manager, 
key team members and people who are 
about to undertake similar work

2. State that the objective is to extract lessons 
from the project in order to improve future 
projects

3. Appoint an objective facilitator to guide 
the discussion and include all participants

4. Have the facilitator guide the conversation 
addressing questions under the headings 
Action, Reflection, Learning and Planning

5. Document the AAR session and include 
background information, lessons and 
guidelines for the future, key people and 
documents such as project plans or reports

6. Ensure that the AAR document is readily 
accessible

TOOL #1 AFTER ACTION REVIEW (AAR)
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Business unit:   ___________________________________

Description of the action

/project:   ___________________________________

    ___________________________________

    ___________________________________

1. What significant things happened on the project?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Why did it/they happen?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. What could have done differently?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What will you stop doing, start doing or continue doing?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What steps will be taken to build these new insights into future projects?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #1 AFTER ACTION REVIEW (AAR) TEMPLATE
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What is benchmarking?

Benchmarking is a learning tool used to improve performance 
by comparing performance indicators with similar 
organisations and learning from the practices of the best.

When should I use this tool?

• To understand how your municipality compares to others

• To learn from the experiences and lessons of other 
municipalities

How do I use this tool?

• To apply lessons and recommendations at any point in a 
project

• To capture the knowledge gained in a project or activity 
before a team disbands

What outcomes will I achieve when using 
this tool?

• Benchmarking has a number of benefits, 
both for the participating municipalities and 
for the sector as a whole:

• Benchmarking gives insight into the 
achievements of municipalities.

• Benchmarking shows the strengths and 
weaknesses of municipalities compared to 
others.

• Participants learn how they can improve 
their performance and overcome challenges 
based upon the experiences of peers in 
other municipalities.

• Benchmarking provides an efficient and 
effective tool to implement national policies.

• Benchmarking enhances transparency of 
the public sector.

TOOL #2 BENCHMARKING

How do I use this tool?

Stage 1: Collect information. 

Select the initiative or project that you want to compare. Put 
together the information. This could include: 

• Background information: this includes the relevant 
demographic and socio-economic information about your 
municipality

• Input items: these are resources the municipality uses for 
the initiative, e.g. policies, procedures, staff, finances

• Outputs: these are products of the inputs, for example what 
has been developed as a result of the initiative 

• Outcomes: this is the effect the output has on expected 
beneficiaries

Stage 2: Compare

• The next step in the benchmark process is to prepare 
the information in a report that shows the status of the 
municipalities in comparison to each other.  
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How do I measure if it is successful?

# of improvements/changes within the municipality

Check point!

• Why do you want to undertake a benchmarking exercise?

• What benefits do you think your municipality will derive from such a tool?

• Once you receive the results of the benchmarking exercise, what will you do with it?

Stage 3: Learn

• Each municipality gets insight into its way of working and examples of how to do it better. It is important to 
understand why these differences occur and in what ways one can improve performance. 

• During the benchmark process ‘learning meetings’ should be organised for municipalities to talk about their 
experiences and to discuss good practices. These meetings are used to identify ‘good practices’ in comparison 
with other municipalities. It’s also important to record good practices.

Stage 4: Improve

• Based on the facts and ideas learned, a report with the analysis and resulting recommendations based on the 
analysis is written for each municipality. It is then up to each municipality to make use of what they have learned 
to improve their performance with the help of the recommendations. 

Improve
• Design strategy
•  Implement

Benchmarking
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Business unit:   ___________________________________

Stage 1 Collect information

1. What information do you need to collect?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Stage 2  Compare

2. What do you want to compare?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. How will you do this?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Stage 3 Learn

4. What learning meetings that have been set up?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What good practices that have been captured?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Why is this important for our municipality?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Stage 4  Improve

7. How does the information from other municipalities help our process/initiatives/project?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

8. What can we do to improve?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

9. How can we use this information to capture improvements and changes for our municipality?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #2 BENCHMARKING  TEMPLATE
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What are case studies?

A case study is an account of an activity, event or problem and 
how it was addressed, resolved or dealt with.  It can be in the 
used to capture lessons learnt, good practices or processes.  

Examples of high level capturing processes

This could be implementation of IT systems or technical 
know-how that was considered to be a complete break in 
skills for the municipality. It might also include successful 
implementation of behind the scenes municipal innovations. 
Another example would be massive transport projects, high 
priority government initiatives.

What outcomes will I achieve when using this tool?

• Identify and replace poor practices

• Raise the performance of poor performers closer to that 
of the best

• Avoid reinventing the wheel

• Minimise re-work caused by use of poor methods

• Collection and documentation of experiences, mistakes 
and risks during a project

• Improved project management through avoiding making 
the same mistakes in the future

What are Lessons learned? 

Lessons learned have to do with learning from and avoiding 
making the same mistakes again.

What is a good practice or best practice?

It is a process or a methodology that represents the most 
effective way of achieving a specific objective or that has been 
proven to work well and produce good results.

What is capturing processes?

Capturing processes is a high level tool for sophisticated and 
highly resourced municipalities. Many of these projects have 
high national and/or provincial government involvement and 
funding and often the initiative crosses over 2-3 spheres of 
government. They are generally 1-10 years in development, 
involve multiple parties, may not be easy to replicate, and 
offer a level of complexity.

When should we use this tool? 

The tool can be used for a variety of reasons.

• To generate and share lessons from an issue, 
practice or project that has worked well for 
the municipality so that the lessons can be 
reproduced

• To share knowledge with people from 
different departments

• To learn from mistakes at the end of any 
project or activity

• To help in planning and preparation of new 
projects

• To give credit to individual or team efforts 
made during a project

• For more sophisticated municipalities, this 
tool can be used 1-5 years after the initiation 
of the project or initiative to distil learnings

TOOL #3 CASE STUDIES
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How do I use this tool for capturing processes?

How do I use this tool for lessons learnt? 

1. Establish the area of activity and scope from which 
lessons can be drawn and who might have an interest in 
the lessons.

2. Invite participants to a physical meeting or ask questions 
by email.

3. Ask specific questions such as “what did we do well?’, 
“what could we improve”, “what mistakes/problem could 
we have avoided’

4. Collect answers to these questions and capture any 
spontaneous ideas.

5. Consolidate individual lessons into lessons for the team or 
the municipality.

6. Present the lessons learnt with the relevant context to 
interest parties.  Use tools such as good practice, study 
tour and delegations to share lessons learned

Questions you should ask:

1. What did we do well?

2. What could we improve on?

3. What mistakes must we avoid going forward?

4. What problems could we have avoided?

How do I use this tool for good practices? 

1. Look at what areas of the organisation need 
attention because of poor performance or 
difficult challenges. Consider questions 
like, ‘Who can benefit from better 
knowledge and understanding of good 
practices’, ‘How will they access and use 
them’.

2. Find out who is producing good results and 
is likely to be using good practices.  Figure 
out which parts of their overall strategy is 
actually a good practice.  Don’t be limited 
to your own organisation or industry.

3. Record good practices on a template, which 
may include a brief description of context, 
processes and steps followed, skills and 
resources used, improvement measures, 
lessons learned, links to resources (such 
as expert’s contact details), tools and 
techniques used, and if possible key words 
to assist in searching a database.  

4. There must be a demonstrable link 
between what is practiced and the end 
results.  For example, get a review panel of 
experts and peers to evaluate a potential 
good practice against their knowledge of 
existing practices

Seeing the big
picture like a

journalist
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What’s 
required

How do I measure if it is successful?

• # Case studies documented

• #  Case studies disseminated/used

Understanding the

economic context

Thinking like a
businessperson

Seeing the big picture
like a journalist

(and finding quotes to
support it)

storyteller
(telling me a story I

want to hear)
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

Type of case study:  Good practices/lessons learnt/processes (circle)

1. Objectives of the case study, strategy and policy enablers

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Who was involved and what was their role?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Give a timeline and overview of the initiative - what steps were involved: who, what, where and how?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What worked and what didn’t work? What challenges did you experience?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What are the most important learnings from this process?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

6. What are the critical success factors of this case study?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

7. What would you have done differently and why?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #3 CASE STUDIES TEMPLATE
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Initiator The person who instigates a new community (after inception they may take on another 
role as described below)

Coordinator Recognised in the organisation as the spokesperson for the community

Sponsors Business managers who promote the benefits of the community and who help it get the 
support it needs from line managers

Knowledge leaders Experts who are contributors of knowledge into the community

Facilitator Facilitates the interactions within the community, e.g. in face-to-face meetings

Moderator Steers the agenda of online interactions and ensures good online practices

Designated person Person to manage the explicit knowledge resources of the community

What are COP?

CoP are groups of people who come together to share and 
to learn from one another, face-to-face or virtually.  They are 
driven by a desire and need to share problems, experiences, 
insights, templates, tools and best practices.

  

When should I use this tool?

• As an ongoing learning avenue for staff and outside 
practitioners

• To develop, capture and transfer best practices on specific 
topics

• What outcomes will I achieve when using this tool?

• Greater professional collaboration and discussion among 
domain experts in the field.

• Learning from past experiences and current practices of 
others.

• Creation of new knowledge and assets to advance an area 
of professional practice within the institution.

How do I use this tool? 

1. Identify the audience, purpose and 
goals of the proposed CoP by starting 
discussions with a core group.

2. Contact potentially interested people by 
phone, email, and in informal talks during 
workshops and gatherings

3. Specify the technologies, processes, 
roles and activities of the CoP, which may 
include meetings, online discussions, 
contributions in newsletters, and posts on 
the website and intranet

4. Pilot the CoP with knowledge-sharing 
activities by the core group and pay 
attention to developing roles within an 
inner core group (consisting of an owner, 
facilitator, and convener)

5. Roll the community out to a broader 
audience and welcome newcomers.  An 
outer group will form in addition to the 
inner group.

6. Grow the community by encouraging 
participation in knowledge sharing 
through group projects and networking 
events.  Strive to produce and disseminate 
concrete products that encourage a cycle 
of participation and contribution.

7. Sustain the CoP by cultivating and 
assessing the knowledge produced and 
providing opportunities for members to 
play new roles and participate in new 
activities.

8. Be sure to reward and recognise members 
for their contributions, so as to increase 
motivation and participation.

TOOL #4 COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE (CoP)

Remember that facilitating a CoP is not a one-time effort but requires on-going commitment and activities to 
encourage collaboration and knowledge sharing.

CoP role players and structure include:
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Successful CoPs have the following characteristics:

        Checkpoint!

Does your CoP pass the fitness test?  
Tick how many of the criteria below 
apply to your CoP. 

Criteria Questions
Purpose •	 Are the selected topics of interest to all members?
Members of CoP •	 Is the relevant experience on board?

•	 Is there a diversity of members?
•	 Is the CoP open to new members

Norms and rules •	 Are role and responsibilities defined in a common agreement?
•	 Are both distant contacts and face-to-face meetings possible?
•	 Is there a balance between giving and taking among members?

Structure and process •	 Is the chosen structure clear and flexible enough?
•	 Are key roles in the core group defined, such as owner, facilitator, expert, etc?
•	 Is the step-by-step planning process open and transparent?

Flow of energy •	 Do members care about common interests, commitment and trust?
•	 Are there regular face-to-face events and social moments

Results •	 Is there a common concern as a basis for producing tangible results?
•	 Do members get direct and practical benefits?
•	 Are results officially recognised by the CoP members’ organisations

Resources •	 Do the members have a sufficient time budget for the COP? 
•	 Are the member organisations willing to provide time and money?

Values in a COP •	 Is listening to others a living virtue?   
•	 Are members willing to give without immediate return?

How many ticks did you make?
0-7 Your CoP is still in its infancy
8-10  Your CoP may be in need of serious coaching
11-14     Your CoP is running well.  Some aspects may require improvements
15-19     Your CoP is needs to continue doing what it is doing. It is running well

How do I measure if it is successful?
# of members 
# of contributions (differentiated by content type, such as discussion, file, blog, wiki entry) 
# of views of different content types (discussion, file, blog, wiki entry, etc.) 
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

What is the CoP about  ___________________________________  

1. Objectives of the CoP, who will be involved and what their role will be (initators, coordinators, sponsors, 
knowledge leaders, facilitators, moderator, designated person?)

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What resources are needed to make this CoP successful?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Give an expected timeline and overview of the CoP - what steps will be taken: who, what, where and how?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. According to the group, what are the measures of success for this group?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What is the project plan for this group and how will it be executed?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #4 COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE (CoP) 
TEMPLATE
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What is a directory of experts?

This is a central repository which lists experts in specific areas 
whose knowledge can be tapped into if the need arises.

  

What outcomes will I achieve when using this tool?

Access to experts who can assist you quickly with solutions to 
specific queries and problems.

How do I use this tool?

1. When setting up the directory, include common fields 
such as job title, team, brief job description, past job titles, 
qualifications and areas of interest. Include an option for 
personal information and a photograph.

2. Include additional information in the employees’ profile 
that is outside the field they currently work in.

3. Encourage employees to write descriptions of their skills 
and a list of projects they are working on, which can then 
be posted on the directory.

4. Make employee input into the directory part of the 
employees’ annual performance review, as getting the 
correct information into the system is critical.

5. Send out automatic reminder notices if an individual 
hasn’t updated their profile in the last six months.

6. Record in the directory the name and contact details of 
the main author or key people responsible, which should 
appear in all reports and documents produced by the 
municipality.

When should I use this tool? 

• To help employees find others who have 
the necessary knowledge and expertise for 
a particular task or project.

• To discover skills experience and interests 
of employees and colleagues.

• To seek guidance from co-workers situated 
elsewhere in the organisation

TOOL #5 DIRECTORY OF EXPERTS

How do I measure if it is successful?

Growth in # of DoE

# of times directory has been accessed

# of times directory has been updated

Check point!

• Is the DoE easily accessible to all employees?

• Is the information contained in the DoE up to date?
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

1. What is the purpose of the directory of experts and how will it be used?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Where will this information be housed and who will be responsible, accountable, consulted and informed?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Use the template below as a suggestion of what information needs to be included when compiling the   
 directory.

Name Job 
Title

Depart-
ment

Job 
Description Qualifications Areas Of 

Interest
Contact 
Details Email Address

TOOL #5 DIRECTORY OF EXPERTS TEMPLATE
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What are exit interviews? 

Exit interviews are conducted with employees who are leaving 
the municipality. They are one of the most widely used 
methods of gathering employee feedback.

What outcomes will I achieve when using this tool?

By using this tool you will ensure that:

• Vital knowledge is not lost to the organisation when 
people leave.

• The learning curve of new people joining the organisation 
is shortened.

• They can be done relatively quickly and inexpensively.

• They can result in the leaver having a more positive view 
of the organisation. 

When should I use this tool? 

Use this tool to gather information and 
knowledge about the nature of employees 
activities and how they approached them, 
including feedback on why they are leaving, 
what they liked or did not like about their 
employment, and areas of improvement.

How do I use this tool? 

It is best to conduct a knowledge-focused exit 
interview face-to-face.  

Step 1: Know what information you want to 
gather?

Think about the information you want to 
gather. The primary focus of the knowledge-
focused interview is on knowledge that would 
be helpful to the next person who will do the 
job or to others in the organisation. 

Step 2: Determine who in the organisation 
will benefit from the captured information

Step 3: Think about how you will capture the 
knowledge gathered

Work out a plan to capture the leaver’s 
knowledge - both explicit and tacit knowledge

Step 4: Determine who will conduct the 
interview

A peer or a relevant subject expert will be 
the most appropriate interviewer. Over and 
above the interpersonal and interviewing skills 
needed, you will need to consider issues of 
trust and honesty.

TOOL #6 EXIT INTERVIEWS 

How do I measure if it is successful?

Knowledge retention of key information/processes on exit of employees.

Check point!

• Did you check what information you need to gather from the person who is exiting?

• Do you have the right person conducting the exit interview?

• Have you determined who in the organisation will benefit from the information?

Done correctly, exit interviews can be a win-win situation 
for both the organisation and the leaver.  The organisation 
gets to retain a portion of the leaver’s knowledge and make 
it available to others, while the leaver gets to articulate their 
unique contributions to the organisation and to leave their 
mark
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

Period of employment:  ___________________________________

Reasons for leaving:

1.  Briefly describe your work in the business unit (i.e. key tasks)? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What where your outputs (service/product)? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Who were your clients and how did they receive your outputs? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What were the core competencies required for your work? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Were key documents generated during your work saved in a central repository that is accessible to others 
after you leave?  If not accesible to others, will you be able to provide them before you leave? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Are the business processes for your work clearly defined and where can they be accessed?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Would you be prepared to mentor someone?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #6 EXIT INTERVIEWS TEMPLATE
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8. How can you share what you have learnt from your work?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

9. Can you recommend any new practices/processes we should try in this work?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

10. Can you suggest any way in which we can improve your work processes?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

11. What kind of behaviours will improve efficiency in your work unit?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

12. What problems or pitfalls did you encounter?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

13. Any other comments or inputs to this process?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________
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What are IT-based tools? 

These are tools and systems that help knowledge management 
fulfill its goals.

What are groupware systems? 

Groupware systems are technology designed to help people 
collaborate.  Applications include email, video conferencing 
and information management systems. 

Content and document management systems (CMS 
and DMS)

A CMS is software used to create, review and publish 
electronic text.  Content is created, managed and distributed 
on the intranet, extranet or website.  It is also easy to edit, 
and control versions and allows for collaborative work.  If 
properly implemented, a CMS improves the quality of explicit 
knowledge. As part of a CMS is a DMS, which is a computer 
system used to track and store documents.  It scans, classifies 
searches and retrieves, and stores and manages the different 
versions of documents. A DMS reduces operational costs, 
improves efficiency and speed of retrieval, consistency and 
safety.

.

Intranet and extranet 

An intranet is a computer network that uses 
the Internet but it is restricted to users within 
an organisation.  It provides easy access to 
commonly used documents, and creates a 
community in the virtual environment. 

An extranet extends the intranet to the 
organisation’s external network, which might 
include suppliers, partners, etc.  It can enhance 
collaboration with partners. 

Data warehouse and mining

Warehousing data means to store data from 
multiple sources is stored in a central system. 
Data warehousing can drastically reduce 
the time required to make decisions. Data 
warehousing is commonly used to analyse 
trends and patterns.  Data mining is a very 
complex process that analyses and summarises 
data from different perspectives into useable 
knowledge or information.

Municipalities that have had some success with IT based tools and whom you can refer to for guidance include:

• Buffalo City Metropolitan – which has developed a SharePoint system, an electronic document management 
system, a database for research studies and an intranet

• City of Johannesburg - where core departments use SharePoint and Lotus intranet

• Mangaung Metropolitan - whose current website runs on an open-source platform 

Implementation of IT-based tools can be a 
daunting task and can seem expensive and 
time consuming.  Look for basic solutions to 
implement and as the municipality grows and 
has more funds, you can look at building on 
the infrastructure.

TOOL #7 IT-BASED TOOLS

How do I measure if it is successful?

# of users accessing the intranet/extranet

# of documents stored

# of user searches

Check point!
• How mature is your municipality?  
• Do you need an IT solution now? 
• Are there other, cheaper or simpler alternatives that you can implement now?
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Business unit:   ___________________________________

1. What do you believe are your organisation’s needs in the short, medium and long term?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Does our municipality require:

Types of IT tools and systems
In place 

(Yes/No)

Needed 

(Yes/No)
Groupware

Intranet and extranet

Content and document 
management systems

Data warehousing and mining

 

3. What resources, i.e. money, people and time are required to implement IT-based tools?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What would be the measures of success for implementation of these IT solutions?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #7 IT-BASED TOOLS TEMPLATE
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What are knowledge cafés? 

A knowledge café brings people together to have open, 
creative conversations on topics of mutual interest. It can be 
organised in a meeting or workshop format, but the emphasis 
is on flowing dialogue that allows people to share ideas and 
learn from each other.  It encourages people to explore issues 
that require discussion in order to build a consensus around 
an issue. 

The environment is modelled after a café, i.e. small round 
tables, with chairs, etc.  The process begins with the first of 
three or more 20-minute rounds of conversation for the small 
group seated around the table.  At the end of 20 minutes one 
person can stay at the table as a table host whilst the others 
move on. At the end of session, the groups are invited to share 
insights from their conversations.

The Importance of the Café Questions:

The questions you choose or that participants discover during 
a café conversation are key to its success. Keep in mind:

• Well-crafted questions attract energy and focus attention 
to what really counts.  Pose open-ended questions - the 
kind that don’t have yes or no answers.

• Good questions need not imply immediate action steps or 
problem solving.   They should invite inquiry and discovery.

• You know you have a good question when it continues to 
surface new ideas and possibilities.

• Bounce possible questions off key people who will be 
participating to see if they sustain interest and energy.

When should I use this tool 

• When you need to obtain different perspectives on a 
problem from a large audience, relatively quickly.

What outcomes will I achieve when 
using this tool?

• Collaborative dialogue

• Active engagement

• Constructive possibilities for action

How do I use this tool?

1. Clarify the purpose of bringing people 
together.  This will enable you also to 
consider which participants need to be part 
of the event.

2. Create a hospitable space the feels safe 
and inviting, as this will allow participants 
to feel comfortable thus encouraging them 
to think, listen and speak freely.  You do not 
need to incur huge costs to hire a venue, 
cater, etc.  Think about inexpensive ways to 
host something like this - a local coffee shop 
that allows you to use the venue during 
quite periods or which, in exchange for 
some free publicity will sponsor the venue 
and a cup of coffee.

3. Spend time finding and constructing the 
questions that matter to those participating.  

4. Encourage everyone to contribute his or 
her ideas and perspectives, while also 
allowing anyone who wants simply to 
listen, to do so.  

5. Listen for insights and pay attention to 
themes and patterns that arise

TOOL #8 KNOWLEDGE CAFES

How do I measure if it is successful?

Solutions/discoveries mades
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

1. Objectives of the knowledge café. Who will be involved and what will their role be?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What resources are needed to make the knowledge café successful?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Give an expected timeline and overview of the knowledge café - what steps will be taken: who, what,   

 where and how?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What will be the measures of success for this initiative?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What is the project plan for this and how will it be executed?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #8 KNOWLEDGE CAFES TEMPLATE
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What are knowledge centres? 

A knowledge centre is an enhanced version of a library. It 
focuses on the collection, organisation and dissemination of 
knowledge as well as on information.  This does not necessarily 
mean that the knowledge centre will actually perform all of 
these activities itself. Rather, it will create a framework and 
provide leadership, co-ordination, guidance and expertise.

What outcomes will I achieve when using this tool?

A knowledge centre can bring core knowledge management 
responsibilities and activities under a single umbrella rather 
than leaving them to dispersed individuals and teams. 
Economies of scale can therefore be achieved through:

• Avoiding duplication of effort and resources

• Pooling expertise

• Achieving bulk purchasing discounts

• Reusing knowledge and information in a variety of 
contexts

When should I use this tool?
Knowledge centres can be a one-stop shop 
for seeking information and knowledge.  They 
can be used at any time to provide support, 
information, solutions and guidance.

How do I use this tool?

The services that a typical knowledge centre 
might provide include:

• Maintaining and developing knowledge 
repositories

• Providing content management services 
such as cataloguing, indexing and 
developing taxonomies for electronic 
knowledge repositories

• Coordinating the capturing of knowledge 
from projects and assignments and 
incorporating it into knowledge databases

• Identifying and forming links with sources 
of important knowledge, both inside and 
outside the organisation

• Connecting people who need help with 
people who can provide it

• Providing a “one-stop shop” for multiple 
knowledge and information needs

TOOL #9 KNOWLEDGE CENTRES

How do I measure if it is successful?

# of people accessing information/knowledge

Growth of information/knowledge stored

Check point!

• Knowledge centres can be time and money intensive, making them more suitable for 
municipalities who have sufficient resources and capabilities.  Are you sure that this tool 
is right for your municipality at this stage of your knowledge management journey? 
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

 

1. Objectives of the knowledge centres. Who will be involved and what will their roles be?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What resources are needed to make the knowledge centre successful?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Give an expected timeline and overview of the knowledge centre. What steps will be taken: who, what, 

where and how?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What are the measures of success for this initiative?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What is the project plan for this and how will it be executed?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #9 KNOWLEDGE CENTRES TEMPLATE
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What are knowledge champions? 

Knowledge champions perform an important role in 
distributing knowledge management messages and activities 
consistently across the municipality. 

They differ from knowledge managers in that they play a 
part-time role. They must meet their normal, full-time work 
obligations and performance requirements.  For this reason 
it is important not merely to select the right kind of people 
with the right kind of attributes, but also to make sure that 
your performance management policy and framework does 
not penalise them or impose undue pressure on them. 

Most people who are available do not come pre-packaged 
with this full capability set, so most knowledge champions 
need to be developed into the role and coached through the 
early stages.

What are knowledge champions? 

Knowledge champions perform an important role in 
distributing knowledge management messages and activities 
consistently across the municipality. 

They differ from knowledge managers in that they play a 
part-time role. They must meet their normal, full-time work 
obligations and performance requirements.  For this reason 
it is important not merely to select the right kind of people 
with the right kind of attributes, but also to make sure that 
your performance management policy and framework does 
not penalise them or impose undue pressure on them. 

Most people who are available do not come pre-packaged 
with this full capability set, so most knowledge champions 
need to be developed into the role and coached through the 
early stages.

Keep the following in mind when crafting the function:

1. Reduce uncertainty by being specific – about  criteria for 
appointment; timeframe of appointment; amount of time 
to be allocated per week; known duties; key performance 
indicators; performance management and recognition 
mechanisms; and support available in terms of resources, 
tools, training, feedback and help channels.

2. Provide immediate, regular, visible support –  e.g. regular 
face-to-face sharing opportunities among knowledge 
champions, and between knowledge champions and 
the knowledge management team; provide training on 
a regular basis, including training that is not specific to 
knowledge management, such as project management, 
to provide transferable skills for other roles.

3. Give them a sense of ownership – e.g. by allowing 
them to have an influence on how their role is defined; 
to negotiate priorities and balance of duties with their 
managers; to discuss their role with other knowledge 
champions; and to be able to opt in or out of the role.

When appointing a knowledge champion, 
consider the following:

1. Attributes of knowledge champions

2. Activities of knowledge champions

3. Accountability of knowledge champions

4. Responsibilities of knowledge champions

1. Attributes of Successful Knowledge 
Champions

Successful knowledge champions will have the 
following qualities: 

• Well established in their work group, 
knowledgeable about the group’s activities, 
and respected by their colleagues 

• Helpful and approachable to their 
colleagues 

• Able to communicate effectively with 
peers, superiors and subordinates 

2. Activities of knowledge champions

• Advocacy – spreading the knowledge 
management message

• Support – acting as local departmental 
representatives for knowledge 
management  initiatives

• Knowledge Brokering – linking their 
departmental colleagues to knowledge 
and information resources outside their 
immediate context.

3. Accountability of Knowledge Champions

The knowledge champion is accountable for:

• Demonstrating and communicating a 
positive, constructive and helpful attitude 
towards knowledge sharing and learning 
behaviours.

• Communicating specific knowledge 
management messages to colleagues in 
the department.

• Collecting feedback and stories about 
knowledge management needs, the impact 
of initiatives, and ideas for improvements 
or innovations.

• Participating in sharing, networking and 
training sessions with other knowledge 
champions.

TOOL #10 KNOWLEDGE CHAMPIONS
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1. Give them a sense of identity and recognise their efforts 
– by communicating regularly with their managers and 
the senior management team about the importance 
of their role; by collecting stories of their impact and 
effort, and publicising them; by giving them visibility in 
the organisation e.g. on the intranet, with knowledge 
champion collateral such as coffee mugs, tee shirts, etc.

2. Reward them for their achievements – through traditional 
reward methods, as well as non-traditional rewards such 
as additional learning and training opportunities, overseas 
conferences and special awards.

4. Responsibilities of Knowledge Champions

• The knowledge champion must take 
responsibility to fully understand fully 
the overall objectives and outcomes of 
knowledge management initiatives and 
must ask for help should the need arise.

• Attend and participate actively in at least 
75% of knowledge champion’s events.

• Actively promote a strong team spirit 
among knowledge champions.

• Be alert to the information and knowledge 
needs of department colleagues and 
actively seek opportunities to address 
them.

• Understand the content and detail of 
specific knowledge management initiatives 
and where required assist in communicating 
with, coaching and training department 
colleagues

How do I measure if it is successful?

Feedback from knowledge management team

Check point!

• Who in your organisation has the potential to be a knowledge champion or to be 
developed into a knowledge champion? 

• What will their role be?

• How will the organisation support the knowledge champion?

• How will the performance of the knowledge champion be measured? 
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

  

1. What are the attributes and activities of knowledge champions?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What are the accountabilities and responsibilities of knowledge champions?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Who are potential knowledge champions, activists, stewards, coordinators and representatives in your 
municipality?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What level of support do these knowledge champions require to be succesful?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. When, where, who and how will the performance of knowledge champions be measured?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #10 KNOWLEDGE CHAMPIONS TEMPLATE
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What does this refer to?

These are events such as conferences and seminars that you 
can attend in order to gain knowledge and keep up-to-date 
with new information, insights, etc.

What outcomes will I achieve when using this tool?

• Professional development and training for individuals

• Creation of contacts and networks beyond the municipality

• Bringing back and sharing of good practice with the 
municipality

When should I use this tool?

• To provide employees with opportunities 
to network, interact with and learn from 
peers working in a similar field

• To share experiences, good practice and 
lessons learned in one municipality and 
present them to other municipalities and 
interested parties

Are there any other points I should be 
aware of?

• You must set clear goals for attending a 
knowledge event

• Establish at the outset how the person 
attending the knowledge event will share 
their knowledge gained

TOOL #11 KNOWLEDGE EVENTS 

How do I measure if it is successful?

# of conferences attended

Documented lessons learned

Repository of conference information

Check point!

• Will attending this event add value to the individual?

• Will attending this event add value to the municipality?

• How will the information gathered at the event be shared within the municipality?

• Where will the information gathered be stored for future use?

How do I use this tool?

1. Establish the potential benefits for the individual who attends the knowledge event as well for the municipality. 
If appropriate, you should ask potential attendees to motivate for attendance by stating their goals in writing.

2. Confirm budget, travel and dates with all parties, if it is required.  For local events, the municipality, in general, 
will need to pay only for the cost of attending the event.

3. If the employee is presenting or participating at the conference, you must confirm the scope of the presentation 
and allocate preparation time.  

4. On the completion of the knowledge event, organise a feedback session, so that knowledge gained can be 
disseminated throughout the organisation.  Convene a workshop to communicate lessons learned and post this 
on your website or intranet or via other internal communications.
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

1. Who attended the event?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What was the event about?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. What are the key lessons/insights/information gathered?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What will you do with the information gathered?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #11 KNOWLEDGE EVENTS  TEMPLATE
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What are knowledge fairs? 

• These are events designed to showcase information 
about an organisation or a topic. They can be organised 
in many ways using speakers, demonstrations, or more 
commonly, booths displaying information of interest to 
the attendees. 

What outcomes will I achieve when using this tool? 

• Increase in the institution’s learning assets

• Knowledge shared with a wide range of people

When should I use this tool?

• To showcase information about the 
municipality or a particular topic or issue

• To recognise employee and team 
achievements

• To foster informal networking and problem 
solving

TOOL #12 KNOWLEDGE FAIRS

How do I measure if it is successful?

# of people attending the fair

Feedback from participants

Lessons learnt

Check point!

• Is a knowledge fair appropriate for you?

• Why do you want to hold a knowledge fair?

• Do the benefits achieved exceed the time, effort and money required?

How do I use this tool?

1. Get top-level support for holding the fair.

2. Clarify why you are staging a knowledge fair and the theme on which it is focused. Make sure the theme is valid 
and supported by stakeholders from all levels of the organisation.

3. Identify the target audience and tailor the knowledge fair to it. Market the event appropriately.

4. Choose a location where there is a lot of foot traffic.

5. Preparation is key, and do not underestimate the amount of time and resources required.  You will need a 
minimum of 12 months, with 18 - 24 months being more realistic.  During the duration of the fair also have 
resources on standby to assist with testing that lights, electronics, etc. work.

6. Showcase your own activities at the fair.

7. Communicate events and details of the fair throughout - at the start to attract people to the fair; and during 
and after by showing pictures of the booths, and disseminating interviews with participants through creating 
publications, and using traditional media platforms and social media.
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

 

1. What are the objectives of the knowledge fair, who will be involved and what will their roles be?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What resources are needed to make the knowledge fair successful?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Give an expected timeline and overview of the knowledge fair - what steps will be taken: who, what, where  
 and how?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What are the measures of success for this initiative?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What is the project plan for this and how will it be executed?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #12 KNOWLEDGE FAIRS TEMPLATE
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What are partnerships? 

Partnerships are mutually beneficial formalised relationships 
that the municipality establishes with research communities 
such as tertiary institutions. 

What outcomes will I achieve when using this tool?

• A formalised relationship, through partnership 
agreements or memorandums of understanding (MoUs)

• Specialised academic research that informs municipal 
planning and activities

• Practical municipal experience influencing academic 
research

When should I use this tool?

• To improve the knowledge base of 
municipalities by drawing on expertise 
from research communities such as 
tertiary education facilities

• To learn and share knowledge and 
information between the parties

• To enhance skills, knowledge and service 
delivery

Are there any other points I should be 
aware of? 

Record any proposed expenditure as agreed by 
both parties in a separate document attached 
to the agreement as an annexure

TOOL#13 PARTNERSHIPS

How do I measure if it is successful?

# of research outputs/sharing of knowledge initiatives

Feedback from users of the information

How do I use this tool?
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

1. Why do you want to enter into a partnership?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Who will you enter into a partnership with?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Give an expected timeline and overview of the partnership – what steps will be taken: who, what, where and 
how?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What are the measures of success for this initiative?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What is the project plan for this and how will it be executed?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL#13 PARTNERSHIPS TEMPLATE
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What are peer assists? 

• Peer assist brings together a group of peers to elicit 
feedback on a problem, project, or activity, and draw 
lessons from the participants’ knowledge and experience

What outcomes will I achieve when using this tool?

• Solutions to problems based on prior experience of 
others

• Mitigation of risks by ‘learning before doing’

When should I use this tool?

• To gather knowledge before embarking on 
a project

• To gain inputs and insights from people 
outside the team

• To identify new lines of enquiry when 
facing a specific challenge

TOOL #14 PEER ASSIST

How do I measure if it is successful?

# issues/problems solved

Checkpoint!
• What is the problem you are trying to solve?
• Has anyone else had a similar problem?
• Who should be involved in the peer assist process?

• What do we want to achieve during the peer assist process?

How do I use this tool?

Clarify the
purpose

Find out who
has solved a

similar problem
Set the date for

peer assist

Get a facilitatorSet ground
rules
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

 

1. Objectives of the peer assist, who will be involved and what will their role be?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What resources are needed to make the peer assist successful?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Give an expected timeline and overview of the peer assist –  what steps will be taken: who, what, where and 
how?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What are the measures of success for this initiative?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What is the project plan for this and how will it be executed?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #14 PEER ASSSIST TEMPLATE
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What is storytelling? 

Storytelling is the art of telling stories in order to engage an 
audience. The storyteller conveys a message, information 
and knowledge, in an entertaining way.

When should I use this tool?

• To share knowledge, values and 
organisational culture

• To develop trust and commitment

• To capture past knowledge that can be 
adapted to the present

• What outcomes will I achieve when using 
this tool?

• Shared understanding about future 
direction

• Lasting personal connections and reusable 
stories

• Shifts in attitudes and behaviours

TOOL #15 STORYTELLING

How do I measure if it is successful?

Visible changes in behaviours and attitudes

Checkpoint!
• Does the story have a clear beginning, 
       middle and end?
• Have you described the events before, 

       during and after the moment of change?

How do I use this tool?

1. Weaving narrative elements into more traditional reports can be a powerful way to get your points across.  
Storytelling can be used in conjunction with other tools, such as good practice or lessons learned.

2. In deciding to use this technique you must reflect on the questions: “what is the story?”, and “how do we tell 
the story?”

Quote: “Stories tap into all that is richest about 
knowledge, so when dealing with knowledge 
you are well served tapping into the richness 
of stories.  And if nothing else they are certainly 
more interesting than reading manuals” Rudy 
Ruggles

How do we tell the 
story?What is the story?

•    What do people need to 
      know?
•    Who are the people
       most interested in
       knowing it?
•     What do we hope they
        will do once they know
        it?

•    How would people best 
      experience the story
      (blogs, videos, images)?
•    What format or
       approaches will best
       complement the primary
       story approach.
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Name:    ___________________________________

Designation:   ___________________________________

Department:   ___________________________________

1. What are the objectives and who is your audience?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What is the story that you want to tell?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. How will you tell the story?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. How will you measure its success?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #15 STORYTELLING TEMPLATE
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What are study tours and delegations? 

A study tour helps participants connect with experts outside 
their own working environment, and gather new knowledge 
and creative ideas by means of site visits and planned 
interaction.

What outcomes will I achieve when using this tool? 

• Learn about best practices

• Develop contacts and networks across municipalities, 
locally and worldwide

• Increased capacity and knowledge of individuals on the 
study tour or delegation

When should I use this tool?

• To interact and have discussions with 
people doing similar work

• To enable knowledge-sharing among 
municipalities and local government 
counterparts, locally and internationally

• To develop networks and communities of 
practice with peers

TOOL #16 STUDY TOURS AND DELEGATIONS

How do I use this tool?

If you are going on a study tour…

1. Have a focused or practical goal for the tour or visit.

2. Participants must be selected based on experience, commitment, observation skills, diversity and availability.  
It is important to match participants and tour objectives.

3. Before the visit, share your ideas and expectations with your hosts, so that they understand what you want to 
achieve.  Also specify who you would like to meet.

4. During the visit, record discussions through notes, photos, etc.

5. After the visit, share knowledge among colleagues and take action as necessary.  You can use tools such as 
good practice and lessons learned.  

If you are hosting a study tour…

1. Issue invitations, circulate a draft programme and make hospitality and accommodation arrangements, if 
required.

2. Prepare a final agenda and programme.

Are there any other points I should be aware of? 

• International visits need to be planned in good time to allow for paperwork, visas and associated administration.

• Appoint a liaison person for each study tour or delegation to be the main point of contact

• For high level delegations confirm protocol arrangements
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1. What is the overall purpose of the tour?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What do you aim to achieve/learn?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. How will this study tour assist the business unit?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. How do you plan on recording the learning from this study tour?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Have your appointed someone to record the learning?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Who will benefit from the study tour (business units and or individuals)?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

7. How are you planning on sharing your learning with them?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

8. What are the main lessons learned during the study tour?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

9. How will your learnings improve your business unit/organisations offering?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

TOOL #16 STUDY TOURS AND DELEGATIONS
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Additional resources:

a) Choosing Your Knowledge Management Strategy

b) Knowledge management framework for the development of an effective knowledge management strategy

10. Are you planning on implementing what you have learned? If so, when?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________
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In Chapter 3: How to move forward we looked at how to develop 
a knowledge management plan and in Chapter 4: What tools to 
use we reviewed the tools to support achieving your knowledge 
management goals. We now need to implement knowledge 
management in your municipality.  

Chapter 5: How to implement provides guidance on overcoming 
some of the challenges discussed in Chapter 1: What we need to 
know about KM. Essential to overcoming these barriers are:

Support of leadership:  Nothing makes a greater impact than 
when leaders model the behaviour they are trying to promote 
among employees.  What is required from leadership is the ability 
to align knowledge management with business tactics and to drive 
the benefits and value that knowledge management brings.

Do you have leadership buy-in?  Are leaders communicating the 
right messages and leading by example?

Having the right culture:  Culture is a set of underlying beliefs that, 
while not spoken, are always there to influence the perception 
and actions of employees.  Leaders again play a critical role in 
determining the type of culture within a municipality.

In implementing your plan, have you thought about how you might 
change or align your culture so that there is greater knowledge 
sharing?

Developing a structure, roles and responsibilities:  Having the 
right structures in place, and creating the roles and related 
responsibilities is important to establish direction, guidance and 
support for knowledge management initiatives.  This can happen 
through the formation of a steering committee or a central 
knowledge management support group or through creating 
knowledge champions within the organisation.  

For more information about the function and role of knowledge 
champions refer to Chapter 4 Tool #10 Knowledge Champions. 

Culture & leadership. Does your 
municipality have the right culture 
and leadership to execute knowledge 
management?  If not, have these 
issues been addressed in the 
municipality’s SWOT analysis?

Culture issues arise due to:
• Lack of time
• Unconnected reward systems
• Lack of common perspectives
• No formal communication

How to implement 
Chapter 

5

“After climbing a great hill one finds 
there many more hills to climb”

Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela
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Implementing the right Technology:  While technology has the 
ability to enable knowledge management initiatives, municipalities 
need to ensure that the focus is not only on technology solutions.  
All of the other elements are equally important.  If you are just 
starting out, begin with a basic solution and expand on it as the 
municipality’s needs grow. 

Conducting measurement: Being able to measure the success 
of initiatives is what will ensure the sustainability of knowledge 
management initiatives. By being able to show the benefits 
tangibly makes future implementation easier. Take guidance from 
Chapter 6: How to measure in developing measurements for your 
municipality.

And finally, recognise that knowledge management is a journey. 
To get results, the commitment must be long term. Ensure that 
knowledge management stays top of mind by communicating 
regularly within the organisation about programmes and the 
progress being made.

Success factors related to technology:

• The knowledge management 
system must be matched to 
the knowledge management 
objectives and user needs

• The municipality must have the 
processes in place to acquire, 
manage, validate and deliver 
information

• To ensure the sustainability 
and scalability of efforts, the 
municipality should use common 
platforms

• Implement simple technology 
solutions

• Provide training to employees

   Checkpoint!

• How will you ensure that knowledge management is sustainable within your    municipality?

• Who can assist you with this?

• How will you know if you are successful?

Additional resources:

a)   Seven Steps to Implementing Knowledge Management in Your Organisation

c) Successfully implementing Knowledge Management
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Quantitative vs. qualitative measures

Some of these measures will be 
quantitative (‘hard’) measures such as:

Number of new discussions.  

These measures, however, only give 
part of the picture – they do not tell 
you why people are doing what they 
are doing. To complete the picture, 
you will also need qualitative (soft) 
measures by asking people about the 
attitudes and behaviours behind their 
activities.

“When you measure what you 
are speaking about…, you know 
something about it; but when you 
cannot measure …your knowledge 
is of a meager and unsatisfactory 
kind…”

Lord Kelvin

How to measure
Chapter 

6

6.1   Why measure the impact of knowledge   
         management?

Without measurable success, enthusiasm and support for 
knowledge management, is unlikely to be sustainable. And without 
measurable success, it is unlikely to be able to identify what works 
and what doesn’t, and to make an informed judgment about what 
to carry on doing and what to change.

6.2    What can be measured?

The whole point of knowledge management is to improve the 
performance of an organisation and to help it to achieve its 
objectives.  The best and most logical approach is to tie in the 
impact of the knowledge management measurement to the 
overall performance measurement system within the municipality. 

Measurement can be done either at an organisational level, or 
at an individual project or process level. To eliminate confusion 
on whether the success of a project or process is related to 
knowledge management as opposed to other factors, a two-
pronged approach is recommended that seeks to measure both 
outcomes and activities:

• Measure the extent to which a project or a process achieves 
its stated objectives. 
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“Not everything that can be counted 
counts and not everything that counts 
can be counted.”

Albert Einstein

• The success of the project or process will serve as a measure 
for the success of the knowledge management practices 
embedded in it.

• Measure the specific knowledge management practices that 
were applied in the project or process. 

Here you must consider what the specific knowledge management 
activities are as well as their effect. In measuring the activities, 
look specifically at things like, how often are users are accessing, 
contributing to, or using the tools you have set up. 

STEP 1: Revisit your goals

The starting point for measuring any knowledge 
management initiative will be the original goals of that 
initiative: what did you set out to achieve?

STEP 2: Know your audience

Different people have different ideas about what 
constitutes success. Managers who approved the 
knowledge management initiative may want to know 
whether it helped to raise the profile of their area of work 
while users of the knowledge management initiative will 
want to know how it has benefited them and whether 
their participation has been worthwhile

STEP 3: Be clear on why you are collecting data

Measuring for the sake of measuring is a waste of time 
– be sure that you are measuring for a specific purpose 
and that some kind of action or decision will be taken. 
Measure against the objectives and goals that you have 
defined at the beginning of a process to track your 
progress and to take the appropriate corrective action 
if necessary.

STEP 4: Decide what data will be collected and how

Spell out the details by clarifying what data will be 
collected, who will collect it, how, when, where, etc. Use 
existing measurement systems where they exist, such as 
employee surveys or the Balance Scorecard. 

STEP 5: Analyse and communicate the measures

When analysing and presenting the results, be sure to 
refer back to your original goals and your audience. 
The aim is to present results in a manner that answers 
your questions in a meaningful way, rather than simply 
presenting facts and figures.

STEP 6: Review your combination of measures

Monitor and evaluate how your measures are working. 
Developing measures is a process of trial and error – 
don’t necessarily expect to get it right first time.  Similarly, 
remember that as objectives and situations change over 
time, so your measures will need to change too. 

6.1   Why measure the impact of knowledge management?
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Quantitative measures

• Number of communities of practices created

• Number of users by affiliation

• Number of new discussions

• Number of experts captured

• Number of knowledge entries captured

• Number of attachments

• Number of users

To measure enterprise effectiveness

• Improved service delivery;

• Reduced cost;

• Improved quality;

• Improved innovation;

• Improved technology transfer;

• Impact business goals & values;

• Rate of Retention;

• Increased influence.

To measure Return on Investment (ROI):

• Job effectiveness of members;

• Saved time on projects;

• Stayed on the cutting edge;

• Know who’s who;

• Improved skill, knowledge;

• Better quality decisions

• More info considered;

• Increased visibility; 

• Career development;

• Connection with peers.

Qualitative measures

• Communities of practice

• Peer assist of facilitated best practices 
transfer

• Expertise locator systems

• Project reviews or after-action reviews

• Lesson learned

• Job effectiveness

• Enterprise effectiveness

Less direct measures

• Awareness (e.g., knowledge of what to 
document, how to document it, how to 
access KM databases);

• Behavior (e.g., participation in KM 
activities such as committees / teams 
and presentations);

• Outputs (e.g., creation of databases, 
white papers, lessons learned reports, 
and best practices documentation), 
and

• Outcomes (impact of new knowledge 
on key measures of organizational 
performance such as new products and 
services, productivity, cost reduction, 
and quality improvement).

6.4 Examples of measurements

   Checkpoint!

• Do you have measures in place that measure the effectiveness of knowledge management practices?

• At the end of the project or process, do you measure its success?

Additional resources:

a)   Seven Steps to Implementing Knowledge Management in Your Organisation

c) Successfully implementing Knowledge Management
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Glossary of terms
After Action Review (AAR) is a systematic process to extract 
the learning from an event or activity. The process addresses 
the questions: What should have happened? What actually 
happened? What lessons are there for the future?

Balanced Scorecard is a performance measurement system 
that incorporates a balanced set of measures, both financial 
and non-financial. It adds customer, internal processes, 
and innovation and learning indicators to financial ones to 
provide a more balanced view.

Benchmarking is a systematic process for comparing the 
performance of an activity or process across a range of 
organisations or departments. 

Best Practice is the distillation of accumulated wisdom 
about the most effective way to carry out a business activity 
or process. Since ‘best’ is highly subjective and context 
dependent, as well as implying that no further improvements 
are possible, many people now prefer the terms good 
practice or better practice.  

Blog (originally Web log) is a string of thoughts of an 
individual shown in chronological sequence on a Web page, 
often with hyperlinks to sources that have stimulated his or 
her thinking. 

Case study: the analysis of an individual unit (e.g. person, 
group, event)

Chief Knowledge Officer (CKO) is a senior executive, often 
at board level with responsibility for an organisation’s 
knowledge agenda. 

Classification is a key process in the knowledge sharing cycle.  
Documents are classified and indexed according to their core 
terms and concepts. Increasingly computer systems provide 
a level of automation of this process, using natural language 
or statistical methods.

Community can be a community of interest or practice.  
The focus of a community is usually part of a website that 
typically provides message boards and other conversational 
facilities such as discussion lists, and instant messaging as 
well as a library of online resources.

Community of Interest (CoI) is a group of people who share 
knowledge and experience around a common interest. A 
CoI is driven more by learning and less by outcomes than a 
Community of Practice.

Community of Practice (CoP) is a group of people who 
share and develop their knowledge in pursuit of a common 
purpose or task, even though they do not necessarily work in 
the same department or organisation. 

Concept Mapping is a visual representation of core concepts 
showing the relationships between them. A typical concept 
map comprises a set of nodes or bubbles (the concepts) with 
arrowed links between them (the causal relationships). 

Content Analysis is analysis of a body of content (text) into its 
key concepts. As well as a method of discerning trends, this 
technique is used to generate keywords and thesaurus terms 
to improve subsequent text search and retrieval. The latter 
result is increasingly achieved through the use of automated 
classification systems.

Content Management System (CMS) is a computer system 
that makes it easier to develop enterprise portals and 
websites, by separating the management of content from 
its presentation (display). Blocks of content are tagged with 
metadata and other attributes and held in a content database. 
Web pages are generated by accessing content from the 
database and inserting it into the relevant ‘placeholders’ on 
Web page templates. 

Customer Capital is a measure of the intangible value that 
accrues through customer relationships, including size of 
customer bases, knowledge of customers and their needs, 
and related intellectual property such as brands. 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is an approach 
that gathers and uses knowledge of customers’ buying 
habits and preferences in order to strengthen the ongoing 
relationship for mutual benefit. Customer knowledge comes 
out as the most important knowledge to manage in many 
KM surveys. 

Data Mining is a computer technique for extracting 
meaningful knowledge from masses of data. Using artificial 
intelligence methods it identifies unanticipated patterns by 
considering the interaction of many more variables than are 
achievable by humans. 

Directory of experts: a searchable database of personnel 
and their skills and project experience

Discussion List is a mechanism used to share information and 
knowledge using a single email address to communicate to 
all members of a given list. Typically all messages generated 
during one day are grouped together and sent as a single 
email in a ‘digest’. 

Document Management System is a computer-based 
system for storing and retrieving documents held in a variety 
of formats, including scanned images of paper documents. 
Many provide version control and audit trails of changes and 
usage. The distinctions between document management, 
content management and record management systems are 
increasingly blurring.

EDRMS stands for Electronic (sometime Enterprise) 
Document and Records Management System. See Document 
Management System above.

Enterprise Information Portal (EIP) is, strictly speaking, 
an entry point (home page) into an organisation’s intranet, 
although the term now often refers to the intranet itself and 
its content. Users have a personalised starting page that 
gives them a single point of access to enterprise information, 
wherever it is held. 

Exit Interview is a final formal meeting between an employee 
who is leaving and the employer, to find out reasons for 
leaving and views on the organisation 

Explicit Knowledge is knowledge which is codified and 
articulated. It appears in the form of documents, procedures 
and in databases. Contrast with Tacit Knowledge.

Expertise Directory is a database of personnel and their 
skills that allows users to search for people with specific skills 
or relevant project experience. Often referred to as ‘Yellow 
Pages’.
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Expertise Profiling is the identification and classification of 
personal knowledge and skills. This may be done through 
manual completion of data forms or by computer systems 
that infer people’s expertise according to what they write in 
emails and documents. The output of the process may be an 
expertise directory or a database that is used in automated 
question-and-answer systems.

Extranet is a portion of an organisation’s intranet that is 
opened up for external Internet access on a selective basis, 
e.g. for customers to access specific areas following input of 
a password.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) is a list of questions 
that are most frequently asked or are anticipated by website 
or intranet users, together with their answers. Information 
providers use this technique to minimise the number of 
recurring queries and calls. 

Good practice is the distillation of accumulated wisdom 
about the most effective way to carry out a business activity 
or process

Groupware is a set of computer software tools that support 
collaborative working. Lotus Notes was the archetypal 
groupware software, but many groupware facilities are now 
provided on the Internet, e.g. bulletin boards, discussion 
forums, instant messaging. 

Human Capital is the competencies, know-how, capabilities 
and experience possessed by individuals. Human Capital is 
one of the three main components of Intellectual Capital.  
The others are Structural Capital and Customer Capital.

Information Resources Management (IRM) is the 
techniques of managing information as an organisational 
resource. They include the identification of information, its 
classification and ways of valuing and exploiting it. 

Instant Messaging is an Internet or intranet facility in which 
users type messages into a window that is simultaneously 
viewed by other participants in that chat room or area. While 
commonly associated with informal social groups, the tool is 
a useful adjunct for synchronous knowledge exchange in a 
corporate context, for example as a way of interaction during 
a webinar.

Intangible Assets are assets that are not physical or tangible 
in nature. They are therefore more difficult to identify 
and count as discrete entities. Knowledge is one type of 
intangible asset.

Intellectual Capital (IC) is the intangible assets of a company 
not normally valued on the balance sheet. It is roughly – but 
not exactly – the difference between the market and book 
value of a company. It is often divided into the categories of 
human capital, customer capital and structural capital. Some 
schemes separate out intellectual property, while others use 
the broader term relationship capital instead of customer 
capital.

Intellectual Property (IP) is the intellectual capital that is 
identifiable and protectable in law. It includes copyrights, 
patents, designs, trademarks etc.

Intranet is an internal internet, in other words an internal 
computer network that runs the Internet protocol (TCP/
IP). Most intranets have a computer ‘gateway’ to the 
wider (external) Internet and deploy a ‘firewall’ to prevent 
unauthorised access to a company’s information.

KM Assessment is the assessment of the quality and 
capabilities of knowledge management within an 
organisation. A typical assessment tool will have a set of 
questions against which employees score the level of actual 
and desired capabilities. 

KM Maturity is the level of adoption of KM within an 
organisation. This is gauged by reference to a KM maturity 
model that looks at stages of maturity from ad-hoc to fully 
embedded and integrated into the organisation’s core 
activities.

Knowledge Analyst is a person or business that interprets 
the needs of a knowledge seeker and finds the most suitable 
sources. 

Knowledge Archaeology is the process of rediscovering an 
organisation’s historical knowledge that has become lost.

Knowledge Asset is an identifiable piece of knowledge that 
has some intrinsic or extrinsic value.

Knowledge Audit is the systematic analysis of an 
organisation’s information and knowledge entities and their 
key attributes, such as ownership, usage and flows, mapped 
against user and organisational knowledge needs. The terms 
information audit, knowledge audit, knowledge inventory 
and knowledge mapping are often used synonymously.

Knowledge Base is a computer-held database that records 
knowledge in an appropriate format for later extraction. It 
may take various forms depending on whether it supports 
an expert system or contains documents and textual 
information for human retrieval.

Knowledge-based Product is a product in which knowledge 
is a major component. Contrast with a knowledge product, 
which is wholly knowledge.

Knowledge Broker is an intermediary that connects 
knowledge seekers to knowledge providers. It may involve 
brokering a deal and retaining anonymity between buyer 
and seller until a suitable stage of negotiation. Some overlap 
with a knowledge analyst.

Knowledge Business is a business whose primary outputs 
are knowledge products and services.

Knowledge Café is an informal meeting area for the 
exchange of knowledge. Cafés can be virtual meeting rooms 
as well as real ones.

Knowledge Capital is the capital of an organisation that is 
not physical or financial. 

Knowledge Centre is a central function for managing 
knowledge resources. Often developed around a corporate 
library, a typical knowledge centre will manage both physical 
and virtual resources – documents, databases, intranet 
content, expertise directories etc.

Knowledge Codification is the process of articulating 
knowledge in a more structured way. It typically involves 
eliciting tacit knowledge from an expert, making it explicit and 
putting it into a template and format that aids dissemination 
and understanding. High levels of codification are found in 
computer software and mathematical formulae.

Knowledge Commercialisation is the process of creating 
tradable goods and services from a body of knowledge.

Knowledge Cycle is a sequence of core knowledge processes 
that results in new knowledge. 

Knowledge Economy is an economy in which knowledge 
is one of the main factors of production and constitutes 
the major component of economic output. This may 
occur directly through knowledge products and services 
or indirectly where knowledge is an added-value part of 
other products and services. Contrast with agricultural and 
industrial economies. 
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Knowledge Inventory is a list or database of knowledge 
entities – their sources, users and uses. It may be the output 
of a knowledge audit.

Knowledge Leakage is the loss of critical or damaging 
knowledge from an organisation to the outside world (e.g. 
competitors, unauthorised personnel), either deliberately or 
unintentionally, when it should remain inside.

Knowledge Management (KM) is the explicit and systematic 
management of vital knowledge and its associated processes 
of creating, gathering, organising, diffusion, use and 
exploitation in pursuit of organisational objectives.

Knowledge Mapping is the process of identifying core 
knowledge and the relationship between knowledge 
elements. A map may be portrayed in many visual formats, 
such as a hierarchical tree or a node and link diagram. It is 
typically a task carried out as part of a knowledge audit. 

Knowledge Market is a marketplace for the buying and selling 
of knowledge. Online knowledge markets are sometimes 
referred to as knowledge e-marketplaces. They commonly 
allow the posting of knowledge needs and knowledge offers, 
and may conduct sales by auction.

Knowledge Networking is the process of sharing and 
developing knowledge through human and computer 
networks.

Knowledge Object is a piece of knowledge held in a well-
defined and structured format, such that it is easy to 
replicate and disseminate. Although predominantly in the 
form of explicit knowledge, it may contain some element of 
human knowledge.

Knowledge Practice is a specific method or technique used 
to manage or process knowledge. Several methods may be 
used within a knowledge process. 

Knowledge Process is a broad knowledge activity often 
performed at an aggregated level. Examples are knowledge 
gathering, sharing and dissemination. Knowledge moves 
from one process to another as part of a knowledge cycle.

Knowledge Product is a product which consists almost 
entirely of information or knowledge.

Knowledge Recipe is the transformation processes that use 
existing knowledge assets as inputs and combines them in 
distinctive ways to create useful outputs and outcomes.

Knowledge Refining is the process of filtering, aggregating 
and summarising knowledge drawn from a wide range of 
resources.

Knowledge Repository is a store of knowledge. While the 
term typically refers to explicit forms of knowledge, such as 
documents and databases, it can also refer to human-held 
knowledge.

Knowledge Value Chain is a sequence of knowledge 
processes including creation, organising, dissemination and 
use that create value from knowledge stocks.

Knowledge Worker is an individual whose primary 
contribution is through the knowledge that they possess 
or process. This contrasts with workers whose work 
is predominantly manual or following highly specified 
procedures with little scope for individual thought.

Learning Network is a network of individuals who share 
knowledge for the primary purpose of personal development 
and learning, a specific example of a Community of Interest.

Learning Organisation is an organisation which has in 
place systems, mechanisms and processes that are used to 
continually enhance its capabilities and those who work with 
it or for it, to achieve sustainable objectives – for them and 
the communities in which they participate.

Message Board is an area on a website where messages 
can be exchanged and viewed by a workgroup or 
community, sometimes referred to as a bulletin board. The 
conversational interaction via the Web is sometimes called 
Web conferencing. 

Metadata is data about data, a structured piece of data that 
describes the contents of a database record. 

Meta-knowledge is knowledge about knowledge. Knowledge 
inventories, knowledge maps and expertise directories are 
examples of meta-knowledge.

Mind Mapping is a visual method of organising ideas. In 
most mind mapping systems the ideas branch out from 
a central point. In turn, each branch can have additional 
branches or links to other mind maps, a specific form of 
concept mapping.

Online Community is a community of interest or practice 
that uses computer-based collaboration facilities (such 
as message boards, discussion lists and chat to share 
knowledge). 

Organisational Learning is the processes by which an 
organisation ‘learns’, so as to share best practice and avoid 
repeating mistakes. The learning may be embedded in 
individuals or in organisational systems and organisational 
memory. Organisational learning is closely related to the 
learning organisation (an organisation which has good 
organisational learning processes).

Organisational Memory is the core knowledge of an 
organisation’s past, including project histories, important 
decisions and their rationale, key documents and customer 
relationships. Recalling into organisational memory 
avoids ‘reinventing the wheel’ and repeating mistakes. 
Organisational Memory can also be described as a place, 
such as a database or a document, where organisational 
knowledge is stored, and is readily accessible for reuse. 
Without a systematic storing of such knowledge, it is easily 
lost as people move around or leave the organisation.

Portal is the common term for Enterprise Information Portal. 
A portal is a single point of entry on the Web or an intranet 
to a wide range of information and knowledge resources and 
tools that enable a person to do their job more effectively. It 
is a “gateway”.

Richness is the depth of knowledge, such as contextual 
knowledge, that enhances a piece of core knowledge. 
Multimedia also adds richness by giving the viewer more 
visual information and cues. 

Storytelling is the use of stories in the organisational context, 
as a way of sharing knowledge and helping the process of 
learning.

Structural Capital is a measure of the intangible value of 
the firm embedded in its processes, systems and other non-
human elements, a component of Intellectual Capital.

Tacit knowledge is the knowledge that is not codified but 
held in people’s heads. Intuitive, experiential, judgmental 
and context sensitive, it may be difficult to articulate. 
Contrast with explicit knowledge.
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Taxonomy is a system of classification. A typical taxonomy 
is a hierarchy of terms (nodes), where lower level terms are 
more specific instances of higher level ones. Taxonomies in 
which a term can appear in more than one branch are called 
‘poly-hierarchical’. 

Thesaurus is a controlled vocabulary of terms for a corpus 
of information. An extension of a taxonomy that includes 
rules on vocabulary usage for document classification e.g. 
“preferred terms”, “synonym of”, “belongs to”, “used for” 
etc. 

Videoconferencing is communications over an electronic 
network using video. Systems range from desktop units on 
PCs (desktop conferencing) to dedicated systems that use 

cameras and monitors in a conference room setting.

Virtual Organisation is an organisation whose participants 
are geographically separated but who work together through 
online communications. Less commonly, the term refers to 
a temporary organisation or network that is created for a 
specific purpose, but whose members remain independent.

Webinar (Web seminar) is a presentation delivered over the 
Web using videoconferencing.

Wiki is a collaboration tool that allows multiple authors to 
create and update Web pages. KMWiki is an example of a 
Wiki devoted to KM. Contrast with a blog which is authored 
by an individual.
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